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On the eve of her fortieth birthday, Alice’s life isn’t terrible. She likes her job,
even if it isn’t exactly the one she expected. She’s happy with her apartment,
her romantic status, and her independence, and she adores her lifelong best
friend. But her father is ailing, and it feels to her as if something is missing.

Black Cake is a family saga that chronicles more than half a century of one
family's journey, including its thwarted dreams, star-crossed loves, and dark

secrets.

Black Cake - Charmaine Wilkerson

Sam and Sadie—two college friends, often in love, but never lovers—become
creative partners in a dazzling and intricately imagined world of video game
design, where success brings them fame, joy, tragedy, duplicity, and,
ultimately, a kind of immortality.

Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Tomorrow - Gabrielle Zevin

The Hero of This Book is a searing examination of grief and renewal, and of a
deeply felt relationship between a child and her parents. What begins as a

question of filial devotion ultimately becomes a lesson in what it means to write.

The Hero of This Book - Elizabeth McCracken

A magnificent, beguiling tale winding from the postwar rural provinces to Paris,
from an English boarding school to the quiet Pennsylvania home where a woman
can live without her past, The Book of Goose is a story of disturbing intimacy and
obsession, of exploitation and strength of will

The Book of Goose - Yiyum Li

A beautiful and capacious novel rendered in singular, unforgettable prose, All
This Could Be Different is a wise, tender, and riveting group portrait of young

people forging love and community amidst struggle, and a moving story of one
immigrant's journey to make her home in the world.

The Book of Goose - Yiyum Li



A provocative, razor-sharp, and timely debut novel about a beloved English
professor facing a slew of accusations against her professor husband by
former students—a situation that becomes more complicated when she
herself develops an obsession of her own...

Vladimir - Julia May Jonas

If I Survive You is a collection of connected short stories that reads like a
novel, that reads like real life, that reads like fiction written at the highest

level. This is a compelling hurricane of a book that sweeps the past, present
and future together into one inextricable knot.

If I Survive You - Jonathan Escoffery

From the beloved author of Inheritance: “a haunting, moving, and
propulsive exploration of family secrets.” Two families. One night. A
constellation of lives changed forever.

Signal Fires - Dani Shapiro

From the winner of the 2021 Nobel Prize in Literature, a sweeping, multi-
generational saga of displacement, loss, and love, set against the brutal

colonization of east Africa.

Afterlives - Abdulrazak Gurnah

One morning, a man wakes up to find himself transformed. Overnight,
Anders's skin has turned dark, and the reflection in the mirror seems a
stranger to him. At first he shares his secret only with Oona, an old friend
turned new lover. Soon, reports of similar events begin to surface.

The Last White Man - Mohsin Hamid

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/35668/abdulrazak-gurnah
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/35668/abdulrazak-gurnah

